
Portal 5 – Dimension Zero  

You are the Dimension Zero  the ground zero of 
value space.  

As the exchange medium, the originator of 
Currents of Potential, Dimension Zero is the 
Foundational Platform.  

 



Portal 5 – Dimension Zero  

The person is the Sources the Whole and 
is the Source Point for creating Currents. 



 
  
Psychologically we mature as we 
become more concerned for the Good 
of the Whole. The more we can put 
the Whole first, the more we can 
embody qualities at the Principled 
Root of Wholeness.  
  
 



Wholeness of The Psyche is the higher 
dimension of our consciousness with a 
social moral structure based on 
enlightened self-interest altruism. 
Individual initiative and creativity as 
service can combine in a space of support  
You are the ground zero of space.  
As the exchange medium, the originator of 
Currents of Potential, of Possibility. 



Dimension Zero Radiates Wealth as Scalar 
Fields of Potential ability and requirements. 
The Person is the Foundational Platform.  
Wholo’Currents are vehicles of adjustment. 
Wealth becomes a Field of Universally 
Accessible Potential. A servant no one controls 
and everyone shares. 
Peer with Peer Decisioning and Natural 
Rightening.  

 





Dimension Zero Internal Structure 
  
Dimension Zero can be visualized with 
three flow polarities;  
  
Above and below mediating the inner 
Wolomid of Experience with outer 
Holomid of Things. 
  
Left and right balancing receiver with 
sharer. 

  
 



front and back identifying you as a global being 
and  as a local being.  

 
One address is global and can be anywhere in 

the world. The other is local.  
 

We balance the wealth of the world with the 
less  wealthy areas distributing naturally needy  

base. The poorest area links with richer 
addresses and the rich with poorer.  

 
  



Middle balanced between the two. The 
producer is local or global and the consumer is 

local or global.  
 

A person in California might be part of Holomid 
in Africa. If the producer is local then they as the 

user has a global location. So a user in China 
might be sharing a Wholomid with a producer in 

Africa. This functions as a natural conduit to 
even out wealth distribution. 

 
 
 



The center circulates 
Wholo’Currents and Reserves and 

through Well-Being, 
 

 Riches and Wealth amplify and 
ground. Excess is shared through 

relationship fields. 



Dimension Zero taps and also feeds from 
Scalar wealth. While this is collective in 

the sense of wholeness, it is not 
controlled by any central hub. 

  
Dimension Zero IS the currency. 

  
 As there is no vector to this and no 

centralized source, money as we 
understand it becomes obsolete.  

  
 



That a third party clearing of value exchange is 
not needed, the entire edifice of banking is 
undermined. Wholonomics will allow 
Humanity to free itself from the bondage of the 
mon-eye-xchangers. 
  
Designing with universal principles using 
vanguard technologies and creativity built on 
the value of Trust we can create a solid basis 
for civilization to Wake Up. 

  
. 





We can evolve to a sustainable and 
harmonious civil life. 
  
Unconstrained by the demanding 
nature of money and unconcerned by 
the quest for power as control, we 
can become free beings, moving 
through time space and matter 
through the powers of consciousness 
and creativity. 




